Importance sampling bias
From the black board we have,
Thus, the bias in the importance sampling estimator, for large N, is
q(x) (ϕ(x) − I (ϕ))dx
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Summary -importance sampling Importance sampling bias (large N):
Importance sampling variance (large N):
Mean-squared error = bias 2 + variance -Dominated by variance!
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CLT for importance sampling
Asymptotically, as N → ∞, Central limit theorem (CLT) for importance sampler
Importance sampling for filtering Importance sampling for π(x 0:t ) = p(x 0:t | y 1:t ), where CLT for bootstrap particle filter CLT for bootstrap particle filter
Theorem: CLT for bootstrap particle filter
ex) Very simple model, cont'd
Simple model with X t ∼ N (0, 1), independent over time.
It follows that all terms k < t in the definition of V t (ϕ) are zero! Particle filter stability
Often the distant past has little effect on the future (and vice versa) -referred to as forgetting Exponential forgetting of exact filter:
Furthermore, it often holds that,
Thus, for bounded |ϕ| < B, it holds that V t (ϕ) ≤ C , independent of t!
The bootstrap particle filter is stable, in the sense that the estimator variance does not increase (unboundedly) with t.
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Proof sketch
Three steps of the approximation
Propagation:
Weighting: w i t = p(y t | x i t ) and normalize ⇒ w i t
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Weighting Resampling Propagation Weighting Resampling
Three steps of the approximation Inductive proof idea (I/II) Inductive hypothesis:
Resampling:
follows from a conditional CLT.
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Inductive proof idea (II/II) Propagation:
withV t (ϕ) = V t−1 (E[ϕ(X t ) | x t−1 ]) + E[Var[ϕ(X t ) | X t−1 ] | y 1:t−1 ] , again, follows from a conditional CLT.
Weighting:
with V t (ϕ) =V t p(yt | xt ) p(yt | y1:t−1) · {ϕ(x t ) − E[ϕ(X t ) | y 1:t ]} follows from the delta method.
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